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Abstract 

The key technologies that enable colour management are the well-established 
methods of colour measurement and the rapidly evolving digital systems that enable 
colour communication and colour visualization. The earliest applications of colour 
measurement to the development and control of colour in the textile industry date 
back to the late 1950s and represent a truly pioneering use of computers in an 
industrial context. By the late 1980s the leading users of colour management had 
started to use numerically specified colour using CIE colour co-ordinates 
communicated by post and fax. On-screen and digitally printed colour were also key 
features of the newly developed CAD systems for creating textile products. The 
subsequent rapidly evolving features of modern colour management are reviewed in 
detail. The topics discussed include digital colour communication, colour calibration, 
colour visualization, ICC device profiling and on-line collaboration concerning 
colour between the many stakeholders in the development and production of textile 
products. 

Key words 
CAD systems, colour calibration, colour visualization, colour specification, ICC profiling, 
colour imaging, colour in context, on-line collaboration. 

Introduction 

Digital technology enhances the use and management of colour in several critically 
important ways which may be summarised under the headings of colour specification, 
colour prediction, colour communication and colour visualization. As far back as 1960 
before the arrival of the PC, computers were being used to predict dye recipes, but the 
main applications in colour management started to develop with the advent of digital 
networking and on-screen colour imaging.  

The starting point for the technology is in all cases the nature of colour itself. Colour exists 
only as a subjective visual sensation that is caused by light stimuli. In effect, this visual 
sensation has no physically measurable existence, see Berns ref [1]. The only way it can be 
reliably specified is by creating digital models of this ‘psychophysical’ response to light.  
The numerical basis of any given colorimetric model is therefore quantified by measuring 
the electromagnetic power of the light that causes the sensation and the percentage of this 
light that is reflected back from the coloured object. At least twelve parameters are 
required to specify the distinct hues of the visible spectrum, and in practice more are often 
used.  A light stimulus is thus specified using an N-element ‘Spectral Power Distribution’ 
or SPD, which is often referred to (inaccurately) as a spectral curve. This quantifies the 
amount of power present in each subdivision of the spectrum. The CIE system of Standard 
Observer Colorimetry is an internationally agreed model of the sensation of colour ref [2]. 
The colour specifications and visual match predictions of the CIE system have been shown 
by worldwide practice and experience to be a very accurate and effective. This model is 
illustrated below in figure 1 and the key equations are discussed in detail by Oulton in ref 
[3].  
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All the calculations were essentially manual and therefore time consuming and laborious in 
the decades between 1931 when CIE Standard Observer Colorimetry was first developed 
(see ref [4]) and in the 1960s when the early computers were first used successfully to 
predict dye recipes. In this period it would take perhaps an hour to measure the spectral 
stimulus values and to hand-calculate the required CIE XYZ colour identity co-ordinates for 
a few colours. Davidson showed in his paper on colorant formulation [5] that his analogue 
Colorant Mixture Computer called COMIC 1 launched in1958 could generate recipes for a 
realistic price and it could easily out-produce a four person dye-lab team in terms of new 
recipes generated. At that time an early digital match prediction system might cost about 
£30 – 50,000, i.e. more than three times as much as a dwelling house at 1960 prices. Unlike 
the COMIC 1, this digital solution was only feasible if several companies could share both 
the cost and the output of one such installation, see McDonald’s historical review [6]. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

In recent decades the ratio of computer power to cost has improved exponentially and the 
opportunities for gaining advantage by using digital colour have increased significantly 
due to the rapidly expanding use of  media such as colour TV, video, on-screen and 
internet computer colour, and also to the wide availability of cheap colour printing. A good 
example of what can be done using on-screen colour is described in detail by Oulton in his 
case study in reference [3].  

The key advantages from the use of digital technology in colour management are firstly the 
rapid and accurate communication of information concerning colour. Secondly, the precise 
specification and manufacture of coloured products; and thirdly the creative on-screen 
manipulation and development of colour ideas. 
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THE DIGITAL MODEL OF VISUAL RESPONSE to STIMULUS POWER 

Figure 1. Any visual match between a pair of coloured objects will be predicted, including those 
metameric or conditional matches where the objects have spectrally different % reflectance characteristics. 
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2. Communicating information about colour 

The ability to talk meaningfully about colour concerning food, the seasons, the weather 
and potential danger probably dates back to the hunter-gatherer epoch and is embedded in 
all languages, see Paul Kay’s paper [7]. The human eye can however distinguish more than 
a million distinct colours; think if you will of the natural variation in shades of green 
vegetation. Unfortunately, there are only about 3000 -5000 frequently used words in 
English, and many people would struggle to understand many of the less common ones. It 
is thus clear that simple naming will inevitably give imprecise information about the 
indicated colour. Fortunately, verbal communication and in particular digital 
communication may be enhanced by referring to systematically organised colour atlases 
such as Pantone [8] and Munsell [9] which illustrate up to 7000 specific colours, each of 
which has an unambiguous alpha-numeric designation. Communication by means of the 
CIE system of colour co-ordinates is the final and most precise option. It is fully capable of 
quantifying all those natural shades of green to an accuracy of 1 part in 5 million, given 
that you can actually measure the characteristic SPD with the same accuracy.  Kelly’s 
‘Universal colour Language’ neatly illustrates the capabilities of each level of colour 
designation fineness see reference [10] and figure 2.  
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In non-technical and non-commercial situations, every-day language is clearly a 
sufficiently precise form of communication when padded out with a few well known 

Figure 2. This is a slightly modified version of that given in reference [10]. In the original, Levels 1 and 2 are 
illustrated diagrammatically by a hue circle, and the samples at Level 3 are colour centroid patches fully specified 
by the American National Bureau of Standards. In the illustrated Munsell notation, 10YR specifies one of 100 
possible hues, the number 6 indicates lightness on a scale of 1 to 10 and the number 4 indicates colour purity or 
Chroma as steps away from grey at constant lightness illustrating increasingly vivid colour. 
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colour names such as Navy blue ‘pillar box red’ and ‘kingfisher blue’. Designers who 
create coloured products on the other hand may add 100 or more additional names to their 
lexicon of understandable usage and in common practice they often rely on reputable and 
well produced colour atlases such as Pantone to further refine the intended colour 
specification. It is emphasised however that each such colour atlas specification must still 
stand for 100 or more visually distinct shade variations. Shade differences at this level are 
certainly enough to cause customer complaints, for example in motor car or interior design 
paint work and in clothing and product colour continuity.  
Traditionally, the colour management process involves a well-controlled and organised 
regime, based on visual matching to physical master samples of the required colour. At its 
best, this approach works quite well even under a perceived need for tight colour tolerance 
limits. The key initial requirement is to produce the required master samples of the 
product, material or garment, in exactly the right colour and distribute them physically 
often over long distances. Getting a given production unit to match that colour within 
tolerance will typically require at least three stages of repetitive sampling and refinement. 
There are thus attendant postal and visual match agreement delays and each resampling 
stage will often require multiple lab-dyeing or print-off trials. 

From the mid-1990s onward colour management in the textile industry has typically used 
CIE colorimetry and spectrophotometric colour measurement, firstly to refine colour 
specifications at all stages of development, production and quality control; secondly to 
quantify the target colours accurately; and thirdly to establish realistic and achievable 
colour-difference tolerances. In this context Smith [11] has reported significant 
improvements in batch to batch production continuity and better, quicker and cheaper 
sampling in the development of new shades. In terms of practical colour management it 
has often been found to be difficult to persuade the stakeholders to reduce their dependence 
on physical samples. However, when this has been achieved the lead times and costs of 
colour range development have been shown by Smith [11] to be substantial. 

The most recent stages of the evolving digital colour communication process have added 
further useful technologies. These include the use of on-line networking as an aid to 
management and collaboration; the use of visually satisfying simulated fabric textures and 
garments; accurately calibrated on-screen and printed colour; and simulated virtual 
products viewed in a realistic context, all of which are further discussed in the following 
Sections. The use of calibrated on-screen colour was first described in reference [12] and 
shown to be both numerically and visually accurate in reference [13].  
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3. The aims and objectives of good practice in colour management  

Quoting from the case study in ref [3], consumers will typically expect retailers to stock 
new colours that change frequently and reflect the seasons. They will look for and buy the 
colour that currently most appeals to them, and they will be led in their choices at least in 
part by the ‘in colours’ of fashion predictions. They are also likely to buy multiple colour 
co-ordinated accessories to these outfits if they are available. They exhibit very subtle 
colour preferences and it has been shown in a test marketing exercise [14] that in a given 
garment style and quality, one specific version of the colour described as Navy Blue 
consistently outsold all of the tested alternative versions by a factor of ten to one. They will 
also complain about and reject retail outlets and products that have poor colour ranges or 
include visibly mismatching garment components.  

The simple answer is of course to give up any attempt to meet such requirements, other 
than by simply optimizing your choice of suppliers, and selling what is on offer at their 
wholesale warehouses. However consider Figure 3 below, where all the relevant 
stakeholders and participants are assumed to be in direct communication by electronic 
networking.  
The aim of the colour management team is to co-ordinate and optimise the contributions to 
the delivery of product colour from a group of stakeholders. These have disparate creative, 
marketing, technical and production skills and may be located globally at widely separated 
sites. The key problems are information flow management; and the need to interpret colour 
information in both directions between marketing and design personnel, the creative colour 
team and the technical specifiers and so forth. 
Quoting further from reference [3], the concerns of, and methods used by creative 
colourists are quite distinct from those of the technical colourist, dyer, colour systems 
managers and the quality control team. The work of the creative colourist is essentially 
visual, and it is typically based on fashion predictions, colour libraries, and both physical 
and virtual product prototyping. It may also be supported by test marketing and sales 
monitoring. 
These essentially visual processes can also be aided significantly by colour modelling, and 
two closely inter-related and interacting colour models are needed. One of these models 
must implement and enable the essentially artistic work flow of the creative team, and 
provide the users with comprehensible and appropriate tools for creating, manipulating and 
visualizing colours. The other component must be comprehensible to the technical 
colourist, and generate the required unambiguous spectral cause data and CIE co-ordinate 
definitions for all the colours being discussed and visualized. The term comprehensible is 
deliberately used twice here. This is because the relevant colour models must collaborate 
electronically in order to bridge the often significant communication gap between the 
creative developers of the colour range and the technical managers and producers of 
coloured products. In effect, what is needed is a computer aided design or ‘CAD for 
colour’ system, whose objectives are to provide the user with extensive colour-calibrated 
models including colour libraries and virtual product simulations, that can be shared 
electronically by members of the development team; to allow the users to visualise explore 
and develop sympathetic colour combinations, such as print colour ways and seasonal 
colour ranges as a whole rather than by piecemeal colour changes; and to establish the 
ability to specify all of the visualized colours technically (using spectral data and CIE 
colour co-ordinates), so that they can be quickly and accurately reproduced as products. 
The pay-back for developing and using such colour networking models is typically a 
dramatic reduction in both the cost and the lead times necessary for developing new colour 
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ranges (see refs [11] and [13]). Precise control of all aspects of colour including colour 
fastness to light and washing also become possible; a significantly enhanced flexibility of 
response to fashion changes and consumer preference is enabled; and production orders 
can better specified and progress traced on-line.  
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Figure 3. Some key work flow sequences and colour communication links that are present during the 
development of new coloured textile products are highlighted and typical data 
management and communication tasks are identified at each stage. © Chromashare Ltd. 
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Due to the cost of colour range development, it makes good sense to seek maximum 
benefit from each successfully developed colour standard, and to maintain a detailed 
inventory of previously successful colour definitions. When such a database is combined 
electronically with an appropriately colour oriented and preferably visual indexing system, 
it has been shown that as often as nine times out of ten it is possible to find an existing 
recipe immediately that is an acceptable match see ref [17]. 
 

4. Colour measurement, specification and prediction 
At the highest levels of potential accuracy CIE L*a*b* colour co-ordinates can be 
confidently measured and reproduced as product colours to within a just visible difference 
that are also visually correct  under more than one illuminant. In practical terms this means 
that under quality control the basic CIE X,Y,Z co-ordinates of any given colour must be 
spectrally specified and measured to three significant figures (or plus or minus one part in 
a thousand).This requirement is demanding, it calls for best practice even from skilled 
production colourists, and the required techniques lie well beyond the abilities of most of 
the other stakeholders in colour management. 
It follows that when setting up and using colour management and diagnosing colour related 
faults  it helps to use comprehensive check-lists and standardized procedures and all of the 
parameters that that may underlie any given colour specification or reproduction procedure 
or problem should be fully documented, as in the Chromashare colour management model 
see ref [17] and as illustrated in Figure 3. Any given colour specification should thus be 
accompanied  by the type make and model of the colour measuring instrument concerned, 
when and how it was last calibrated against defined traceable standards, and if and when it 
has been cross-calibrated against the instruments of the other stakeholders. The 
measurement mode used must also documented, e.g. whether or not incident UV light was 
included in the illuminant used for measurement; which instrument geometry was used; 
and whether the measurements were made on samples of standard thickness. See for 
example ref [2], BS 8475 (see ref [18]) and the ICC web site [15]. 
Unfortunately the potential for error and uncertainty also exists in the calculations used to 
quantify the CIE colour co-ordinates themselves. In best practice (particularly when 
manufacturing coloured products) each colour specification should be accompanied by a 
statement, such that the Standard Illuminant and Standard Observer to which the CIE 
co-ordinate calculation refers are traceable, as in CIE D65 20 Observer, 1964 L*a* b* 
co-ordinates, where D65  refers to a CIE defined standard artificial daylight illuminant with 
a colour temperature of 6500o K; the 20 Observer designation refers to specific set of 
standardized response weighting-tables published by the CIE; and the starred co-ordinate 
designation refers to the published standard calculation by which they must be derived. 

Colour management for the imaging and pre-press industries  
In this context the approach to colour management is subtlety different and it is 
significantly more relaxed colorimetrically. The colours in any given image are usually 
treated as a single entity and the overall intent is the generation of visually satisfying 
images rather than the strict colorimetric accuracy of the individual colours. The ‘ICC 
(International Color Consortium) device profiling’ approach see ref [15] is a widely 
accepted and used implementation of this concept that is gradually developing into a 
comprehensive and accurate model. The ICC approach defines distinct colour rendering 
strategies rather than colour accuracy targets, and colour measurement and control in this 
context mainly addresses batch to batch continuity and reproducible image processing. It 
follows that on-screen and print colour measurements may be made with three-channel 
tristimulus colorimeters that are significantly less expensive and less technically 
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demanding than spectro-photometers. Likewise, fixed sets of device specific data are 
currently used in ICC profiling rather than individual device calibration data.  
Quoting from reference [15], a device profile is an essentially fixed characterization that is 
typical of and specific to a particular model and make of colour scanner, camera, computer 
screen or colour printer; and typical user reaction to the device profiling approach is given 
in ref [16]. Pre-measured profiles are widely available, and their main function is to enable 
transformations between sets of device specific colour co-ordinates. They also enable the 
resolution of inter device compatibility problems where the chosen colour may lie outside 
the gamut of reproducible colours for a given device. 

It is emphasized that CIE co-ordinates should only be used for measured colours and the 
computer generated sRGB, HSV and CIELab [1] that are derived from RGB screen drive 
values are completely different. These have no basis in colour measurement and are used 
‘as implemented’ by a given software developer. Unless a given co-ordinate system is 
specifically traceable back to the relevant standards it must be regarded as ill-defined and 
may refer to on-screen colours that differ over time and from computer to computer. At 
this level of colour specification, it is better practice to avoid such co-ordinate systems and 
to specify colours using Pantone or Munsell co-ordinates.  

In the future, full current-state colour calibration (as referred to in refs [11, 12 and 13]) 
may in principle be added to the device definition system. The device profile 
characterization may then have a well-defined basis in measured colour; it may be 
systematically updated and it would be possible to allow for such factors as local device 
adjustments or ageing or something as simple as the effects produced by a change of ink or 
paper supplier. The use of spectrally defined colour may also be introduced, making it 
possible to include colour identities and rendering intents for more than one illuminant. 
Calibrations of this type would not necessarily require full spectro-photometric 
measurement data because spectral data can computer-generated for any given set of CIE 
colour co-ordinates and virtual illuminant, see ref [19].  

In all such colour imaging and product visualization systems, the use of calibrated colour 
imaging is potentially significant see Hirschler’s wide ranging review in ref [20]. The 
value of visually accurate virtual products and precise electronic colour visualization and 
specification is clear when you understand that by using such technology it is possible to 
find a subtle variant of say Navy Blue, Raspberry or Lavender, which outsells all the other 
variants.  
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